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ABSTRACT

This article studies the use of renewable energy in hotels as a means of promoting green practices and sustainability. The objective of the study is to explore and analyze previous research studies on renewable energy use in hotels and green practices. It is based on articles published in different journals between 2008 and 2023. Out of the initial 16,500 articles screened by Google scholars and 1373 from Base, the matched topic was 200, after further screening 61 articles were selected for final review. Renewable energy use and green practices have been adopted by many hotels with sustainability practices. The study shows that many hotels have adopted renewable energy and green practices to promote sustainability. However, future research should focus on the relationship between the specific types of renewable energy used in hotels and their impact on green practices and sustainability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Green hotels are defined as environmentally conscious lodgings whose managers are eager to put in place plans that reduce waste while also saving money, water, energy, and solid waste (Abdou et al., 2020). The term “green hotels” refers to lodging establishments that strive to be more environmentally friendly by using water, energy, and raw materials more effectively (Amandeep, 2017). Although the terms “sustainability,” “green,” and “environmental” have been associated with a number of tourism-related products and destinations, particularly as part of marketing strategies and certification programs, it is not always clear how “sustainable,” “green,” or “environmentally committed” a particular tourism-related product or destination is. Major concern for tourism industries around the world is environmental issues, which are becoming more widely acknowledged. The words green, sustainability and environmental is attached as marketing tools for tourism products and destinations (Sonya and Dodds, 2011).

The industry must lower its contribution to climate change and lessen its reliance on energy sources like fossil fuels, which harm the environment (Nepal, 2008). To create effective policies for sustainable tourism, it is important to understand the connection between the economy, environment, and tourism. But there is a lack of empirical research in tourism literature that can establish these relationships (Shakouri et al., 2017). Mountain economies play vital role in promoting green growth and sustainable development.

Tourism activities strongly impact the environment. It is contributing not only to its degradation but also in the tourism industry to the rise in greenhouse gas emissions (Pang et al., 2013). Lenzen et al. (2018) found that tourism is responsible for around 8% of global greenhouse gas emissions. The industry annual carbon footprint increasing from 3.9 to 4.5 billion tons of CO₂ equivalent between 2009 and 2013. Experts predict that within the next 35-45 years, tourism use of energy, freshwater,
land, and food resources will double (Gossling and Peters, 2015). The accommodation sectors are responsible for about 20% of tourism emissions, has been a leader in adopting corporate social responsibility practices related to the environment. For many years, this sector has implemented green practices and has made environmental considerations a fundamental part of its operations (Han et al., 2018; Park and Kim, 2014; Wang et al., 2018).

The hospitality industry includes various areas, and accommodation (such as hotels and other lodging establishments) is a significant part of it (Ottenbacher et al., 2009). The hotel operations cause various environmental problems, including the significant issue of climate change that has international implications (Bohdanowicz et al., 2011).

The tourism industry is commonly described as a sector that heavily relies on fossil fuels. It is a significant emitter of greenhouse gases on a global scale (Gossling, 2013). In rural Nepal, tourism has been shown to contribute to an increase in the consumption of primary energy sources such as wood and kerosene (Nepal, 2008). Many countries faced energy-related vulnerabilities that are induced by tourism (Gossling, 2013). Green hotels are “pro-environmental lodging properties which implement different green practices like saving water and energy, reducing solid waste and recycling and reusing the products like towels and bins to protect the earth we live in” (Han et al., 2009; Kim and Han, 2010).

Hotel must meet a number of criteria in order to be certified as a green hotel, which makes it possible for it to do so. The sustainable tourism eco-certification program and green globe, which are based on Agenda 21 and the principles of sustainable development from the 1992 Rio Summit, are some of the most well-known green certificates in the world. Hotels that promote energy conservation offer the energy start certification. Hotels that adhere to environmental standards are awarded green key certifications. Similarly, hotels that follow green building guidelines when they are being constructed are recognized for their efforts through the leadership in energy and environmental design program. An affiliation program for the UK is called the green tourism business scheme. The ability of third-party certified ecolabels to inform guests and the trustworthiness ensured by the third party certification process make them stand out among a wide range of voluntary environmental management tools (Geerts, 2014).

“The hotel industry represents a segment of the tourist offer that creates great negative pressure on the environment. Because of this it is imperative that the management of hotels take action to mitigate their impact on the environment” (Mbasera et al. 2016). Hotel companies can adopt various measures to become more environmentally friendly. Many hotels have been labeled as “green” or “sustainable.” One of the primary ways that operators make their hotels more environmentally friendly is by implementing green practices in areas (i.e. energy, waste, and water). Later, the green operators broaden their green initiatives to include things like “indoor environmental quality, green materials and resources, sustainable site planning and management, community involvement, biodiversity conservation, human resources development, green transportation, noise control, and toxic waste management” (Yusof and Jamaludin, 2014).

Access to green businesses enhances business performance, increases cost savings, and increases market recognition for increased tourist demand. Time-limited water flow, automatic device shutoff after guests leave the room, and waste recycling are all part of the green hotel industry. In addition to having lower operating costs and being able to operate throughout the year, green hotels are also more environmentally friendly, recyclable, and reliant on renewable energy sources (RES). Attila (2016) notes that they are also better suited for health tourism.

The objective of this research paper is to examine the relationship between renewable energy use and green hotel practices. It primarily focused on contributes to sustainability. The green hotel practices are crucial. There is a lack of literature to explore the connection between renewable energy use and sustainability in hotels. The research was a systematic review of articles from various journals to address the following research questions.

1. Does hotel use renewal energy for green practices in hotels?
2. Does use of renewal energy in green hotels leads to sustainability in hotels.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
A systematic literature review was done to review articles published in English in various journals from 2008 to 2023 to find out more about Green practices and renewable energy used in Green hotels leading to sustainability. Preferred reporting criteria for systematic review (Moher et al., 2009) were followed for the literature review. Relevant articles were screeched through various journals through two search engines i.e. GOOGLE SCHOLARS and BASE to get hold of a wide range of articles and exclude the irrelevant articles. The Exclusion criteria is set as follows:

2.2. Exclusion Criteria
Books, seminar papers/thesis

The article covered before 2008.

2.3. Keywords and Search Criteria
The keywords used for the search were to identify the use of renewable energy in green hotels for sustainability. To remove search biases for rigorous data base, green hotels, green practices, Renewal energy, clean energy for “green hotels,” and green and sustainable are considered synonyms (Yusof and Jamaludin, 2013). AND, OR and asterisks (*) were used to get the relevant closely reaching to relevant articles. The word “OR” represents synonyms and the word “AND” represents all the essential key words and the asterisk (*) used to search for suffixes and plurals.

Green hotels, renewable energy use, green practices, tourism, sustainability.

2.4. Search Process of Literature
The search process of the literature review is followed (Alreahi et al., 2023) to find Renewable energy use in Green Hotels for sustainability.
2.5. Google Scholar and BASE
Google Scholar search engine where used to search articles related to topics, using keywords. Out of the initial 16,500 articles yielded on a search result from google scholars and 1373 from BASE, 200 articles with topic matches were chosen, after further screening, 61 articles were finalized for final review after following exclusion criteria (Figures 1 and 2).

2.6. Bibliometric Study
The study was conducted on the basis of a bibliometric network analysis of the body of literature on renewable energy for green hotels for sustainability. To close the research gap, bibliometric network analysis was developed. The Research goals include following:
1. Determine the number of publications in the field under consideration from 2008 to 2023 Figure 3
2. Determine the Journal with the most publications
3. Determine the author with the most publications
4. Determine the most popular journal in this area
5. To identify the most productive country
6. Determine the most well-liked journal in the field.

3. REVIEWS OF ARTICLES ON THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

3.1. Why Green Hotels
Many people adopt green building orientation, which entails using natural resources, renewable energy, and reusing materials and water in a variety of ways. Table 1 shows the Identifying and Screening of process of literature in the study. It also entails supporting local community jobs and agricultural output to ensure sustainable practices and adherence to sustainable development ideals. Customers’ growing awareness for sustainability and environmental issues is prompting hoteliers to embrace green methods in hospitality management. This is a wonderful opportunity for hotel management to distinguish themselves in the industry (Cronin et al., 2011; Dodds and Holmes, 2016).

Customers value the hotels’ environmental devotion, having a significant impact on their level of satisfaction and loyalty as guests. A guest’s likelihood of developing a particular loyalty to green hotels is higher after their stay in one. Furthermore Merli et al. (2019) provide implications, restrictions, and future directions for study.

Main reason why hotel go green is backed by theory that environmental commitment results in a competitive advantage in industry with specific examples of cost savings. It improved employee and customer retention while also meeting and exceeding statutory standards, managing risk, and upholding social responsibility (Graci and Dodds, 2008).

3.2. Green Practices in Hotels
Hoteliers need to update the hospitality trends and practices concerning the environmental aspect too. A new concept of eco hotels or green hotel has been lately globally. Need for strategies to be adopted for the green hotel concept which adopts energy efficient practices and uses re-use of products saving energy. For the Indian context, there are a number of motivations for hotels to go green., social responsibility toward the environment, government rules and legislation, economic benefit in long run improvement with enhancing hotel’s cost saving to attracting lower room rates which for growth in occupancy.

Customers are aware of green hotel policies and are willing to pay more to support green initiatives. They will also suggest green hotels to their family and friends (Patil and Kanitkar, 2022).

Consumers are becoming more aware of these issues today and are demanding “green conscious” businesses to manage hotel operations (Yi et al., 2018). According to Verma and Chanda (2016), hoteliers are transforming their operations into “green hotels” or “environmentally friendly hotels” in response to the “green wave” by incorporating eco-friendly features into their services. The availability of resources (such as financial, human, and time resources), as well as the hotel manager’s knowledge, interests, and incentives for excellent environmental management, are impediments to green practice implementation in small and medium-sized hotels (Satchappichit et al., 2015). Going green is not only necessary but also for competitive advantage and customer loyalty of the hotel. The study on Canadian hotels has revealed that environmental commitment has to be identified on industry-specific and regional-specific. Demand for green hotels is growing slowly from a public perspective. Green practices and commitment for the environment give surety for competitiveness with growth in organizational performance leading to low cost, increase in reputation, and strategic alignment. A combined effort to work collectively with sharing best practices will benefit to environmental commitment (Graci and Dodds, 2008).

As Green practices is much interest to all for understanding the concept of green hotel practices in the accommodation sector and tourism industry. The green practices are value added business strategy that benefits hospitality operation and also further contribute in environmental protections. The identification three domains for green practices referring to operational, organizational and strategic helps in developing green practices to the organization, and development of policies by government for reinforcement for implementations for protecting the of environment. Hospitality industry can adopt the frame work for green practices, however there is challenges in accurate definitions of green practices to the hospitality context (Kim et al., 2017).
Extensive analysis of green or environmental management is major focus of study. Study of green practices and green human resource management stratifies in Nigerian hotels and stress on government policies to adopt and encourage green practice and green human resource management. (Author survey, 2023)
resources management strategies (Emmanuel et al., 2021). While adopting green practices in the hospitality industry, a greenwashing concept which is also part of green practices is not more explored and customer perceptions on greenwashing is yet to be explored more (Majeed and Kim, 2023). The green hotel practice will give beneficial changes to hotel operations with the study done by Rahmat et al. (2022), four factors that motivate hotel organizations to go for green practices are cost, competitions, growth and environment. The study has contributed to learn about environment-friendly hotel and implementing green marketing strategies.

For awareness amongst hoteliers and green initiatives and sustainable strategies to minimize environmental impact for getting customer satisfaction. For green initiatives, proactive action from the hotels to adopt and engage both guest management and employees for the environmental management process is very much important further for sustainable hotel operations and greater results. Altogether 27 green attributes for green practices and initiatives for sustainable hotel operations and 10 attributes from the management side i.e. green marketing strategy, attitude, eco-innovation investment, sustainability, environment management strategy, green awareness, supply chain, procurement, human resource and technology, from employee side there were 5 attributes for green practices awareness, training and education, environmental behavior, green performance green award, from a customer perspective there were 12 attributes which were perception, loyalty, awareness, behaviors, trust, supply chain value marketing, perceived value, service quality branch image and hotel design. For sustainability and environmental performance, economic, socio cultural organizational benefit (Khalil et al., 2022).

The lodging industry has initiated great green practices to resolve the environmental pressure created by growing consumers (Merli et al., 2019). Consumers’ perceptions about actions implemented by the hotels to reduce the impact on the environment. Customers positively take the initiatives taken by the hotels on protecting the environment with a significant value on guest satisfaction and loyalty. The study’s findings demonstrated that guests are loyal to hotels that utilize green techniques. Through green intellectual capital and pro-environmental behavior, green human resource management strategies indirectly contribute to environmental performance. The significance of the hotel green industry implementing green practices is to establish green discipline by compensating employees who do not follow the green policy (Nisar et al., 2021).

Environmental practices adoption and its influence on hotels in Madrid, Santiago, and Valparaiso, (Alonso-Almeida et al., 2016). It has a significant impact on financial and operational sectors. The concept of sustainability in new and current locations provides practical advice for hotel operations for environmentally friendly hotel management practices. Green practice implementation in the hotel has a positive impact on customer satisfaction and also recommends to their friends and family within social networks (Cvijanović et al., 2018).

### 3.3. Barriers of Green practices in Hotels

Alonso-Almeida et al. (2016) stated that there are internal and external barriers that prevent hotels from implementing green practices. External barriers include consumer attitudes, legislation, and accreditation, while internal barriers include a lack of knowledge, human resources, finances, owners’/administrators’ attitudes, and operation. In addition to these, another acknowledged external barrier is the availability of supplies of materials and tools for the development of green infrastructure. Due to a lack of funding for enforcing green regulations and technological limitations in the manufacture of green products, the awareness barrier has been made more difficult. Planning ahead can help you get past some technical obstacles. There isn’t enough room to store a micro generator, the hotel isn’t insulated and can’t access an outdoor space big enough to put ground-source heat pumps, there isn’t enough room for solar panels and wind turbines, and the hotel isn’t close enough to a river to use hydro turbines to turn water into electricity. These are some of the major obstacles.

Insufficient funding for capital projects and limited loan options are financial obstacles. Lack of understanding on how to adopt energy-efficient practices in a business is an informational obstacle.
It is also considered significant (Johansson and Thollander, 2018; Hasan et al., 2019). To enhance a company energy efficiency, it is vital to recognize that costs are likely to rise. Studies on renewable energy technologies (such as solar, hydro-power, wind turbines, and biofuels) have focused on the feasibility analysis of initiatives to increase the supply of renewable energy.

Dhirasasna et al. (2020) of hotels of Queensland Australia Hotel may face barriers in using renewable technology in terms of immature technology, long payback period, inconvenience from the side of government and tourists for accepting environment-friendly technology, hotels' ability and lack of owners' interest to adopt environmentally friendly renewable energy technology.

Sustainable tourism policies are not well defined despite the abundance of biodiversity and natural beauty. Upadhyay (2019) reveals that Nepal had no official tourism plan or policy prior to 1950. Before 2008, there was no connection between environmental and tourism policies. The 1950s saw the invention of both kinds of policies, though. George Lebrec created the first tourism plan, “general plan for organization of tourism,” in the late 1950s, and suggested using Nepal’s flora on posters and stamps to promote travel. To develop tourism policies in Nepal, the Nepal tourism development committee was established in the 1960s. The 1995 Tourism policy was put into effect by the government, which primarily favored private sector involvement. The government’s involvement in the development of infrastructure and cooperation as the general public and private sector began to engage in tourism was the extent of its involvement.

3.4. Use of Renewal Energy for Green Hotels

Since dependency on the use of fossil fuels will eventually cause CO emissions and their resources to exhaust, it is crucial to use energy efficiently. The use of renewable energy becomes more crucial to consider sustainability, the risks of climate change, and energy security. The use of energy-efficient practices and procedures in buildings has the potential to lower energy consumption and promote environmental sustainability. A study in Malaysia showed that energy-efficient buildings are urgently needed and crucial for energy-efficient buildings (Shaikh et al., 2017). The data indicate that hotel RET adoption is the consequence of a complex interaction between incentive policies, hotel owner/manager opinions of RET, customer behavior, technology advancement, and power grid price (Dhirasasna et al., 2020). The study of the renewable energy perceptions scale, perceptions towards RES, behaviors sustainable consumption behaviors with the use of science technology, engineering, and mathematics, and product performance observation showed an increase in perception about RES, attitudes and behaviors towards renewable energy (Higde, 2022).

Circular tourism is where resources are used and reused, reducing waste for making the economy more sustainable. Proper management of waste through 4 R concepts help in sustainability. To initiate the academic discourse about circular tourism in Nepal (Aryal, 2020). Tourist chose to stay in hotels that are using renewable energy more willing to stay and pay for such hotels (Athanasios and Konstantinos, 2010). The green technology practices by hotels through the implementation of new product and services offerings to the tourist with the formation of management processes and policy being responsible for the environmental sustainability by hotels (Songur et al., 2022). Awareness regarding green business amongst guest and employees in hotels are becoming more of a trend for energy management in hotels. Study on hotels of Croatia on energy efficiency practices done in 2018 revealed that hotels are insufficiently aware of energy efficiency with measures that are required to achieve satisfactory energy saving practices in general (Kristinčič Nižić and Matoš, 2018). Use of RES contributes significantly to social, economic and environmental energy sustainability. Use of renewable energy contributes to three dimensions approach (economic, environmental and social). Procedural sustainability has discussed in the studies (Jaramillo et al., 2010). The research in China focuses on the transition from the technology acceptance model to the energy-augmented model for making green investment decisions. This transition is linked to the rising demand for renewable energy. It can improve logistics performance, resource inputs, technological advancement, and competitiveness, leading to the development of innovative green products. The study suggested that green research and development expenditures can fuel this transition. The green process supply chain results in the development of an attitude and behavioral intention toward the usage of technology and green products. The green has established its cycle. For long-term sustainable growth, the study stressed the importance of green laws in controlling forms and industrial activities for environmentally friendly production, the use of renewable energy, carbon pricing, and a readiness to pay for public goods (Anser et al., 2020).

For reducing the negative impact on the environment, the use of renewable energy is a vital priority. For the concept of green tourism, renewable energy is aligned and also is suggested to analyze the suitable sources of renewable energy for hotels (Karabuga et al., 2015). Renewal energy consumption and tourism are positively connected in the long run. The study of the consumption of renewable energy by the tourism sector in aggregate and disaggregated levels in south Asia has given new dimensions to be aware of tourism-friendly renewable energy policies for sustainable tourism development in selected areas of South Asian countries (Amin and Khan, 2021).

3.5. Sustainability in Hotels

The importance of sustainability issues become more important during Covid 19 and post covid. After reviewing data from 2020 to 2021, the study discovered that there were both conceptual and empirical overlaps in sustainable practices within the hospitality sector (Elkhwesky, 2020). The significance of sustainable green practices in the hotel industry from both the customer perspective and that of industry experts is a crucial concept. The implementation of green management in hotels has resulted in numerous benefits for hoteliers. It includes an improved reputation and access to a more desirable customer group. Green initiatives not only reduce business costs but also portray hotels as having a positive image regarding environmental protection. It is found that a growing need for green awareness and the improvement of the business model to accommodate these concerns (Fukey et al., 2014). Green hotels adoption by customers shows the studies and literature on consumer adoption for green hotel products and
services is gaining more important in Asian context as well (Arunet et al., 2021). Four major themes analyzed were consumer behaviors towards green hotel, mediators for the adoption of green hotels, relationship moderators and methodical consideration for future research directions, utilization of green hotel products and services.

Observing sustainable development policies and practices in China post-adaption of the opened-up reform policies. In recent times, there is an increase in public awareness on the use of green products for ensuring sustainable development of the economy. As the increase in purchasing power of people and more awareness of not purchasing pollution-related products which is not healthy implies that people are more aware of green products and are willing to pay more compelling the producer to go for the production of green products, adapting green technology production process. Since activities of the tourism industry has ripple effects on other industries, there should be a policy to to adopt cleaner energies. Identification of greener energy sources for the tourism industry going for alternative renewable sources (Haibo et al., 2020).

Energy sources that are accessible, clean, and efficient are crucial for a sustainable world. It is strongly advised for rapid promotion of renewable and alternative fuels for economic growth and achievement of energy goals due to the numerous obstacles such as limited access, supply and demand imbalances, high dependence on fossil fuels, and nonrenewable energy. The study on energy-related goals focuses on government justice to energy, policy reforms, energy poverty, improvement in the energy supply chain, and cooperation from international level for better project implementation and to encourage and attract foreign funding. Collaboration between funding organizations, international organizations, and academics is urgently needed for a world that is clean, green, and energized (Singh and Ru 2022).

The importance of green technologies at tourism accommodations for sustainability at the modern age and awareness amongst the hoteliers and tourism industry as such for preserving mother earth (Songur et al., 2022). There are increased awareness amongst the tourist who prefer to stay in hotels using renewable energy and contributing for sustainable development.

Sustainable hotel practices influence the guest satisfaction and return of guest to the hotel with different nationalities (Berezan et al., 2013). The study in Mexico at different hotels of touristic areas showed the supportive results that overall green practices have positive impact on guest satisfaction and accommodations rebooking. There is rapid attention in global platforms about sustainability and sustainable practices including the hospitality industry. The study of sustainability indicators used with the hotel sectors. The trend and practice of sustainability indicators followed by hotels will help the hoteliers in adopting sustainability practices in hotel operations that will reduce water and energy consumption which shall give better social and economic results (Reem et al., 2022). The importance of sustainability behavior practices and accommodation in terms of reducing waste in energy and water use. The attitudes, behaviors, and practices of managers, consumers and staff plays a great role in sustainability practices in saving energy (Hall et al., 2016).

Sharma et al. (2020) has explored the importance of eco-innovation and green hospitality practices. It is challenging to influence customer recognition of green practices because, without a visible signal or appeal, customers might not be persuaded or aware of a company’s internal green practices. Four progressive theoretical models of cautionary, adaptability, advocacy and knowledge base platforms as sustainable tourism, the self-sustaining revenue model and its application is the main focus of this time (Upadhyay, 2019).

Investigations of environmental management and perceptions regarding the contribution of green hotel practices for achieving sustainability in the environment related to sustainable goals is high of high importance. A study of green hotels in Egypt revealed that the main green hotel commitment was adopting green star criteria. It has given good directions for the hotels to incorporate green hotel practices into their operational plans to achieve the SDG in the environment (Abdou et al., 2020). Green practices in terms of community involvement and development, human resource management, consumer issue protection, fair operating practices. And organizational governance was tried and found out no connection between the hotel’s green practices and the number of rooms (Jamaica Balderas et al., 2023). The awareness action by the government in small and medium-sized tourism companies including hotel improve on green practices for environmental sustainability (Bagur-Femenias et al., 2016).

Further Chung and Byrom (2021) discussed the hotel industry. There is a strong correlation between environmental attitude, subjective norms, perceived behavioral control (PBC), positive anticipated emotion, and desire intention (DI). A negative correlation between DI and negative anticipated emotions. There is a strong correlation between PBC, DI, and BI. All of these factors indicate how crucial it is to adopt green operations. Large and medium-sized hotels are more committed to sustainable development technology for the environment it adopted and implemented. The top managers at each hotel were contacted for semi-structured interviews in person for this study. The findings support the contention made by the Contingency Theory that organizational behavior is influenced by a variety of factors, including the environment in which a hotel operates, its size (large and medium-sized hotels are more committed to sustainable development). The environmental technologies it has adopted and implemented, and its primary clientele. In particular, hotels catering to business travelers are found to be more environmentally conscious than those catering to leisure travelers (Fernández-Robín et al., 2019). Small-sized accommodations more care for environmental practices and are positive towards green hotel practices. Hotel customers are willing to pay more for the hotel practices environmentally friendly practices (Fuentes-Moraleda et al., 2019).

4. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

Going through research studies on the subjects since 2008, the maximum research found was in 2016 and 2022 contributing to 11% of each of the studies covered A number of Researcher has highlighted that the study found that many hotels worldwide have started using renewable energy and adopting green practices. The number of research on the topic is on the increasing trend. This
has helped increase awareness about the concept of green hotels, ecotourism, and sustainability practices in the community, society, and country. Geographically high numbers of research were done covering the global level.

Renewal energy plays a vital role in green hotel concepts. Most hoteliers adopt renewable energy for green practices in their hotels. The customer has positive perceptions towards hotels where renewal energy is used and they tend to refer to their friends and family. While reviewing the article, it was found that there are rooms for further studies on different types of renewable energy use in hotels that will make the hotel green. The in-depth study on the relationship between specific types of renewable energy and their impact on green practices and sustainability may be the interest of research for the future.
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